Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Admin., DOT
tested in accordance with this section
and the appropriate cargo tank specification. The certificate must contain
sufficient information to describe the
device and its performance. The certificate must be signed by a responsible official of the manufacturer who approved the flow capacity certification.
(g) Rated flow capacity certification
test. Each pressure relief device model
must be successfully flow capacity certification tested prior to first use. Devices having one design, size and set
pressure are considered to be one
model. The testing requirements are as
follows:
(1) At least 3 devices of each specific
model must be tested for flow capacity
at a pressure not greater than the test
pressure of the cargo tank. For a device model to be certified, the capacities of the devices tested must fall
within a range of plus or minus 5 percent of the average for the devices tested.
(2) The rated flow capacity of a device model may not be greater than 90
percent of the average value for the devices tested.
(3) The rated flow capacity derived
for each device model must be certified
by a responsible official of the device
manufacturer.
(h) Marking of pressure relief devices.
Each pressure relief device must be
permanently marked with the following:
(1) Manufacturer’s name;
(2) Model number;
(3) Set pressure, in psig; and
(4) Rated flow capacity, in SCFH at
the rating pressure, in psig.
[Amdt. 178–89, 54 FR 25025, June 12, 1989, as
amended at 55 FR 21038, May 22, 1990; 55 FR
37062, Sept. 7, 1990; Amdt. 178–89, 56 FR 27877,
June 17, 1991; Amdt. 178–105, 59 FR 55175, Nov.
3, 1994; Amdt. 178–118, 61 FR 51341, Oct. 1,
1996; 65 FR 58631, Sept. 29, 2000; 66 FR 45389,
Aug. 28, 2001; 68 FR 19284, Apr. 18, 2003]

§ 178.345–11 Tank outlets.
(a) General. As used in this section,
‘‘loading/unloading outlet’’ means any
opening in the cargo tank wall used for
loading or unloading of lading, as distinguished from outlets such as manhole covers, vents, vapor recovery devices, and similar closures. Cargo tank
outlets, closures and associated piping

§ 178.345–11

must be protected in accordance with
§ 178.345–8.
(b) Each cargo tank loading/unloading outlet must be equipped with an internal self-closing stop-valve, or alternatively, with an external stop-valve
located as close as practicable to the
cargo tank wall. Each cargo tank loading/unloading outlet must be in accordance with the following provisions:
(1) Each loading/unloading outlet
must be fitted with a self-closing system capable of closing all such outlets
in an emergency within 30 seconds of
actuation. During normal operations
the outlets may be closed manually.
The self-closing system must be designed according to the following:
(i) Each self-closing system must include a remotely actuated means of
closure located more than 10 feet from
the loading/unloading outlet where vehicle length allows, or on the end of
the cargo tank farthest away from the
loading/unloading outlet. The actuating mechanism must be corrosion-resistant and effective in all types of environment and weather.
(ii) If the actuating system is accidentally damaged or sheared off during
transportation, each loading/unloading
outlet must remain securely closed and
capable of retaining lading.
(iii) When required by part 173 of this
subchapter for materials which are
flammable, pyrophoric, oxidizing, or
Division 6.1 (poisonous liquid) materials, the remote means of closure
must be capable of thermal activation.
The means by which the self-closing
system is thermally activated must be
located as close as practicable to the
primary loading/unloading connection
and must actuate the system at a temperature not over 250 °F. In addition,
outlets on these cargo tanks must be
capable of being remotely closed manually or mechanically.
(2) Bottom loading outlets which discharge lading into the cargo tank
through fixed internal piping above the
maximum liquid level of the cargo
tank need not be equipped with a selfclosing system.
(c) Any loading/unloading outlet extending beyond an internal self-closing
stop-valve, or beyond the innermost external stop-valve which is part of a
self-closing system, must be fitted with
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another stop-valve or other leak-tight
closure at the end of such connection.
(d) Each cargo tank outlet that is not
a loading/unloading outlet must be
equipped with a stop-valve or other
leak-tight closure located as close as
practicable to the cargo tank outlet.
Any connection extending beyond this
closure must be fitted with another
stop-valve or other leak-tight closure
at the end of such connection.
[Amdt. 178–89, 56 FR 27877, June 17, 1991, as
amended by Amdt. 178–97, 57 FR 45465, Oct. 1,
1992; Amdt. 178–118, 61 FR 51341, Oct. 1, 1996]

§ 178.345–12 Gauging devices.
Each cargo tank, except a cargo tank
intended to be filled by weight, must be
equipped with a gauging device that indicates the maximum permitted liquid
level to within 0.5 percent of the nominal capacity as measured by volume or
liquid level. Gauge glasses are not permitted.
[Amdt. 178–89, 55 FR 37062, Sept. 7, 1990, as
amended by Amdt. 178–118, 61 FR 51342, Oct.
1, 1996]

§ 178.345–13 Pressure
and
leakage
tests.
(a) Each cargo tank must be pressure
and leakage tested in accordance with
this section and §§ 178.346–5, 178.347–5, or
178.348–5.
(b) Pressure test. Each cargo tank or
cargo tank compartment must be tested hydrostatically or pneumatically.
Each cargo tank of a multi-cargo tank
motor vehicle must be tested with the
adjacent cargo tanks empty and at atmospheric pressure. Each closure, except pressure relief devices and loading/unloading venting devices rated at
less than the prescribed test pressure,
must be in place during the test. If the
venting device is not removed during
the test, such device must be rendered
inoperative by a clamp, plug or other
equally effective restraining device,
which may not prevent the detection of
leaks, or damage the device. Restraining devices must be removed immediately after the test is completed.
(1) Hydrostatic method. Each cargo
tank, including its domes, must be
filled with water or other liquid having
similar viscosity, the temperature of
which may not exceed 100 °F. The cargo
tank must then be pressurized as pre-

scribed in the applicable specification.
The pressure must be gauged at the top
of the cargo tank. The prescribed test
pressure must be maintained for at
least 10 minutes during which time the
cargo tank must be inspected for leakage, bulging, or other defect.
(2) Pneumatic method. A pneumatic
test may be used in place of the hydrostatic test. However, pneumatic pressure testing may involve higher risk
than hydrostatic testing. Therefore,
suitable safeguards must be provided to
protect personnel and facilities should
failure occur during the test. The cargo
tank must be pressurized with air or an
inert gas. Test pressure must be
reached gradually by increasing the
pressure to one half of test pressure.
Thereafter, the pressure must be increased in steps of approximately one
tenth of the test pressure until test
pressure is reached. Test pressure must
be held for at least 5 minutes. The pressure must then be reduced to the inspection pressure which must be maintained while the entire cargo tank surface is inspected for leakage and other
sign of defects. The inspection method
must consist of coating all joints and
fittings with a solution of soap and
water or other equally sensitive method.
(c) Leakage test. The cargo tank with
all its accessories in place and operable
must be leak tested at not less than 80
percent of tank’s MAWP with the pressure maintained for at least 5 minutes.
(d) Any cargo tank that leaks, bulges
or shows any other sign of defect must
be rejected. Rejected cargo tanks must
be suitably repaired and retested successfully prior to being returned to
service. The retest after any repair
must use the same method of test
under which the cargo tank was originally rejected.
[Amdt. 178–89, 54 FR 25026, June 12, 1989, as
amended at 55 FR 37063, Sept. 7, 1990; Amdt.
178–105, 59 FR 55176, Nov. 3, 1994; Amdt. 178–
118, 61 FR 51342, Oct. 1, 1996; 65 FR 58631,
Sept. 29, 2000; 68 FR 19284, Apr. 18, 2003]

§ 178.345–14 Marking.
(a) General. The manufacturer shall
certify that each cargo tank motor vehicle has been designed, constructed
and tested in accordance with the applicable Specification DOT 406, DOT 407
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